To obtain the maximum weight capacity, all fasteners must be mounted securely into solid wood of studs or blocking within the wall or wood mounted to the face of the wall.

1. Position stops on the rail before mounting the rail on the wall

2. It may be necessary to adjust plate position

Please insure track is level to prevent door from rolling open or close

Level
3. Remove

4. When used with a glass door
   Drill holes (2 each) 5/16" (08mm) diameter 1-1/8" (30mm) deep

5. When used with a wood door
   (x2)

6. Reinstall

GLASS
Thickness: 5/16" - 1/2" (8-12 mm)

WOOD
Thickness: 1-1/4" - 1-3/4" (31-44 mm)
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Always visit www.hagerco.com for the latest Installation Instructions
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